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       This document discusses some of extensions required in existing GMPLS
       OSPF routing protocol, RSVP signaling protocol, and LMP to support
       the energy efficient traffic engineering technology.
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1. Introduction

       The Generalized Multiprotocol Label Switching (GMPLS) [RFC3945]
       protocol suite is designed to provide a control plane for a range of
       network technologies including packet/frame switching networks
       including MPLS routers and Ethernet switches, optical networks such
       as time division multiplexing (TDM) networks including SONET/SDH and
       Optical Transport Networks (OTNs), and lambda switching optical
       networks.

       In GMPLS controlled networks, the network is described by label
       switch routers (LSRs) and traffic engineering (TE) links. A TE link
       is advertised as an adjunct to a "physical" link. When the link is up,
       both the regular Internal Gateway Protocol (IGP) properties of the
       link (basically, the Shortest Path First (SPF) metric) and the TE
       properties of the link (such as bandwidth and switching capability)
       are then advertised. Therefore, basically, if the link is down then
       the TE link is also down. A TE link is not only defined between IGP
       neighbors but also defined on a Forwarding Adjacency (FA) label
       switched path (LSP). An LSP is composed with cross-connection of TE
       links. Therefore, if the composed TE link is down then the LSP is
       also down.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3945


       An energy efficient Internet [I-D.winter-energy-effcient-internet], a
       power aware networking (PANET) [I-D.dong-panet-requirements], and an
       energy aware control plane [I-D.retana-rtgwg-eacp] are discussed.
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       Energy efficient traffic engineering technology is also discussed in
       [Yonezu][Cerutiti.ECOC][Cerutiti.JLT]. Under the energy efficient
       traffic engineering, LSPs are rerouted to use lest number of links,
       then some links are physically shutdown to reduce power consumption
       of equipment. In traditional GMPLS networks, TE links associated in
       shutdown links are also down. Therefore, when emergency occurred,
       such as traffic explosion and link/equipment failure, downed TE links
       are not able to use for calculating protection LSP and LSP rerouting.

       This document defines requirements for extending GMPLS protocols to
       support the energy efficient traffic engineering features.

1.1. Conventions used in this document

       The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
       "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
       document are to be interpreted as described in RFC-2119 [RFC2119].

2. Energy efficient traffic engineering extensions

       Protocol extensions of OSPF, RSVP, and Link Management Protocol (LMP)
       are required to support new TE link status, new LSP status, link
       power on/off capability, and new notify control feature.

2.1. TE link status

       [RFC2328] defines Interface states for describing "Interface State
       changes" and "Interface State Machine". A link status "Up" and "Down"
       can be get from the Interface states.

       [RFC3630] defines the Traffic Engineering properties of TE links and
       defines Link Type/Length/Value (TLV) for TE link properties
       advertisement. A Link-TLV has some sub-TLVs, however, there is no TE
       link status information. [RFC4203] adds some sub-TLVs to the Link-TLV
       in support of GMPLS.

       As a conclusion, a TE link does not have any status indication. If
       Link becomes down then value(s) of the Traffic Engineering Metric
       sub-TLV, and/or the Maximum bandwidth sub-TLV, and/or the Maximum
       Reservable Bandwidth sub-TLV in associated TE links are changed
       according with the network operator's policy.

       Under the energy efficient TE environment, the link down by
       administrative operation or link failure, and link power down by the
       energy efficient TE should be distinguished in the route calculation
       system such as Constraint Shortest Path First (CSPF) and Path
       Computation Entity (PCE).

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2119
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2119
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4203
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       A TE link state sub-TLV which indicates power off state of the TE
       link is required.

2.2. LSP status

       [RFC3471], [RFC3473], and [RFC4974] defines the Administrative Status
       Information in the Admin_Status object. The defined status bits are
       Reflect (R), Testing (T), Administratively down (A), Deletion in
       progress (D), and Call Management (C).

       In the energy efficient TE environment, an LSP which includes power
       off TE link(s) as LSP component can be defined. This LSP can be
       assigned as a backup LSP. The backup LSP which does not contain power
       of link(s) can be used as 1+1 protection, 1:N protection w/wo extra
       traffic, shared protection, and restoration. On the other hand, the
       backup LSP which contains power off link(s) can be used as 1:N
       protection wo extra traffic, shared protection, and restoration. When
       activating the LSP, power up of link(s) is required.

       To distinguish the backup LSP which contains the power off link(s) or
       not, new LSP status should be defined in the Admin_Status object.

2.3. Link power on/off control

       The energy efficient TE requires link power on/off control function.
       There are two possible implementation, one is using LMP the other is
       using RSVP.

       When using LMP, power on (or off) initiator LSR sends power on (or
       off) request to the neighbor LSR. The neighbor LSR sends Ack to the
       initiator LSR and power on (or off) the link and changes the TE link
       status. Then the initiator LSR receives Ack and power on (or off) the
       link and changes the TE link status.

       The power control should be included to the LMP.

       Note: to apply the power on procedure, IP control channel (IPCC)
       should be always up. Therefore, a dedicated IPCC is required to apply
       the LMP control.

       When using RSVP, sequentially concatenated TE links can be controlled.
       There are two procedure candidates in the power off procedure.

       [Power On] All TE links along with the LSP are power on.

       [Power Off]

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3471
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3473
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4974
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       1. All TE links along with the LSP are power off. If other LSPs share
          the TE links then the LSPs should be rerouted.

       2. All TE links but not shared by other LSPs are power off.

       Both procedures are used according with the network operator's policy.

       It may be required with LSP graceful shutdown procedure to notify the
       link power off completion to the initiator.

       Power control request may be implemented in the Admin_Status object.

2.4. Notify control

       The power off procedure option #1 described in 2.3 can be applicable
       not only to a single layer network but also to a multi-layer network.
       If the server layer TE-link becomes the "power off" state, upper
       layer LSP segment detects the status change and sends NOTIFY message
       to an LSP ingress node. The ingress node reroutes the LSP or changes
       the LSP status to "power off".

3. Security Considerations

       TBD

4. IANA Considerations

       TBD
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